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Introoduction: The NIH MRI Study of Normal Brain Develop
pment (PedsM
MRI)1 aims to sstudy human bbrain developm
ment (birth – 18
years)) using MRI modalities
m
inclu
uding diffusion
n tensor imagin
ng (DTI) with a representativve sample mattched to US ceensus data, thu
us
requirring the use off multiple imaging centers. Multicenter
M
stud
dies suffer from
m increased varriability due to potential diffeerences between
sites. Previous studies found increeased variabiliity due to site effects and soome recommennd application of variance-baased weights of
o
H
increeased noise in DTI data resuults in bias5 nott only increaseed variance, and
tensorr derived metriics in statisticaal analyses234. However,
the im
mpact of outlieer datasets hass been neglecteed. We define 3 sources of variability in D
DTI data: 1) ooccasional outllier datasets, 2)
2
system
matic differencces between ceenters, and 3) intrinsic
i
noise.. Careful charaacterization off all 3 sources of variability iis important fo
or
meaningful pooling of quantitativee DTI data. Th
he DTI compon
nent of the PeddsMRI project is the largest pprospective DT
TI study to datte
ble to the publiic. Prior to thee upcoming PeddsMRI data rellease, including
coverring the key deevelopmental sttages; all data will be availab
DTI ddata for the firsst time, we perrformed an anaalysis of variab
bility on the PeedsMRI phantoom DTI data uusing our previoously published
frameework6 with thee aim of provid
ding high qualiity DTI imagin
ng data for the ppublic data reppository.
Meth
hods: Imaging data: Phantom
m scans were acquired
a
at 1.5
5T (GE or Siem
mens) at 5 parrticipating centters, with b-vaalues of 0s/mm
m2
2
and 1000s/mm , 6 diffusion
d
sensittization directio
ons, repeated 4 times withouut averaging. D
Data were correected for motioon, eddy curren
nt
EPI distortions using TORTO
OISE7, and then
n registered to T2W images iin MNI space. Physical Phan
ntom: The AC
CR accreditation
and E
waterr phantom8 wass scanned monthly at each ceenter. Due to deeviations from protocol, 69 sscans from 3 off the 5 sites aree analyzed heree.
Livingg Phantom: A healthy adult male aged 51 years at first scan
s
was imagged at the beginnning of yearss 1, 3 and 5 at each center. 20
out off 22 DTI scanss were analyzed, 2 were rejeccted after visuaal QC for gros s artifacts. Anaalysis: Data were analyzed aaccording to ou
ur
6
previoously publisheed framework . Briefly, this is
i a two-step analysis
a
framew
work applied tto tensor derivved metrics succh as fractionaal
anisottropy (FA) and
d mean diffusiv
vity (Tr). Step
p 1: identificatiion of outlier ddatasets by calcculating the diifference of each dataset from
m
the m
median of all daatasets, step 2: calculation
c
of interi
and intraa-site variability
ty and inter- annd intraclass coorrelation coeffficients (ICC).
Resullts: Physical phantom:
p
Outliier identificatio
on showed 3 patterns
p
of outlliers: increasedd Tr (Fig 1 sitee2),
greatlly reduced Tr (Fig 1 site 5),, and slightly reduced
r
Tr wiith increased F
FA. Site 3 shoowed a systemaatic
increaase in Tr at alll time points.. The inter-sitee contribution to variability (e.g. ICCinter,FFA=0.72) is muuch
greateer than the intra-site contrib
bution (e.g. IC
CCintra,FA=0.28)), indicating a significant siite effect. Livving
Phantom: Outlier id
dentification sh
howed 2 patterrns of outliers:: increased Tr with reduced F
FA (Fig 2 site 2),
A time points showed elevatted or reduced FA and Tr at tthe edges of brrain
and ellevated FA witth normal Tr. All
structtures (Fig 2), indicating
i
som
me mis-registraation between time points, ggreater for inteer- than intra-ssite.
Inter--site variability
y was slightly higher
h
on averrage than intraa-site, indicatinng a small site effect. When the
outlier datasets
d
were removed, botth steps of thhe pipeline w
were
repeated,, and surprisin
ngly, inter-sitee variability inncreased. Careeful
inspectio
on of outlier images indiccated a smalll systematic ssite
differencce, with sites 2 and 4 (GE) haaving lower Tr values than sittes 1, 3 and 5 ((Siemens).
Discu
ussion: Identiffication of outtliers in the PedsMRI phanttom data provvided vital infformation for quality controol, allowing fo
or
identiification of and
d potential rem
mediation or rejection of DTI data for the puublic data repossitory, therebyy increasing thee overall quality
of DT
TI data released
d to the public. By removing
g outliers before performing pparametric testting of variancee, we discoverred that extrem
me
outlieers had been masking
m
a sysstematic site bias
b
between GE
G and Siem
mens scanner ssites, again higghlighting the importance of
o
identiification of outtlier datasets. The
T systematicc site differencce seen in the lliving phantom
m does not mattch the site diffference seen in
the phhysical phanto
om. Due to the composition
n of the physiccal phantom - water, whichh suffers from convective floow resulting in
spurioous anisotropy, and embeddeed plastic strucctures which crreate partial voolume effects aand susceptibillity distortions at their edges it is ddifficult to inteerpret these ressults with any confidence. Iff a physical phhantom is usedd, a phantom ddesigned speciifically for DT
TI
should be selected9 for clear interrpretation. In conclusion,
c
com
mbining DTI ddata from multtiple scanning centers is conffounded by sitte
biasess and increased
d variance. Asssessment of so
ources of variab
bility in the PeedsMRI DTI ddata, including outliers, increaased the overall
data qquality, and ind
dicates that diff
fferences betweeen scanner maanufacturers muust be considerred when perfoorming analysiis of this data.
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